It has been suggested that older adults suffer a greater degree of decline in environmental learning when navigating in an environment than when reading a map of the environment.
Introduction
The ability to learn an environmental layout is susceptible to adverse effects of aging.
Not only those who have dementia but also some of the healthy elderly experience difficulty in spatial learning and navigation in a large-scale environment [1] [2] [3] . This age-related change may be in part due to deficits of general cognitive functions such as attention and working memory [4] . However, not all spatial and navigational skills show the same pattern of decline in senescence [5] [6] [7] , suggesting that global factors do not fully characterize the way in which younger and older adults learn spatial layouts differently.
To gain insights into how different types of spatial learning are differentially affected by aging, Yamamoto and DeGirolamo [7] examined healthy older adults' spatial memories after they viewed movies of large-scale environments taken from two perspectives: a groundlevel view of an observer navigating in an environment ( Figure 1A) and an aerial view of another observer looking straight down a section of the environment ( Figure 1B) . The movies simulated spatial learning by first-person navigation and map reading, respectively [8] . It was hypothesized that the former would be more susceptible to the effects of aging than the latter because (a) the medial temporal lobe (MTL) including the hippocampus tends to be more heavily involved in encoding environmental layouts from the ground-level perspective than the aerial perspective [9] [10] [11] and (b) age-related atrophy is particularly notable in the MTL and the reduction of the MTL volume seems to be a factor in the deterioration of spatial learning and memory in old age [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Yamamoto and DeGirolamo indeed found that, relative to the baseline level of performance shown by younger adults, older adults' memories for landmark locations in the environments were more distorted when they were learned through the ground-level movie than the aerial movie. That is, the older adults exhibited a greater degree of decline of spatial learning via first-person navigation than via map reading, lending clear support to the hypothesis. ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING AND AGING 4 This finding, however, did not entirely clarify why spatial learning through firstperson navigation was particularly challenging to older adults [7] . This unclarity stemmed from the fact that the ground-level and aerial movies differed not only in their perspectives but also in the variation of participants' orientations (or lack thereof) within environments. In the ground-level movie, participants experienced four different orientations of an environment as they turned each corner ( Figure 1A ). On the other hand, in the aerial movie, participants always viewed the environments in the north-up orientation ( Figure 1B ). Importantly, this difference was not a mere experimental artifact; rather, it reflected the different ways observers learn environmental layout by actually navigating in the environment (during which they are exposed to varying orientations) and by reading a map (which typically presents spatial information using a fixed orientation). Nevertheless, the design of the movies made it unclear whether it was the ground-level perspective itself or the exposure to multiple orientations that caused the greater extent of age-related decline in spatial learning in the ground-level condition.
The present study was designed to address this issue by contrasting two hypotheses.
One hypothesis was that learning an environmental layout from a ground-level perspective could be more challenging than learning the same layout from an aerial perspective, especially for older adults (perspective hypothesis). When an environment is viewed from the ground-level perspective, some information about its layout is not immediately available in the first-person view. Instead, it must be reconstructed through inferential processes. For example, distances between landmarks appear differently depending on their orientations: Intervals of the same length are perceived to be shorter when they extend in depth than when they run parallel to observers' frontal plane [18] [19] [20] . As a result, learning the layout of landmarks from the ground-level perspective entails additional mental computation for correcting for this perceptual bias, which is not necessary when all intervals between ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING AND AGING 5 landmarks are placed on the same plane in an aerial view. Older adults can be proficient at counteracting these biases, presumably due to accumulated experience in their lifetime, when they have sufficient time to observe a static environment [21] [22] [23] . However, given that the speed with which cognitive operations are carried out is reduced overall in late adulthood [24, 25] , older adults might be disadvantaged when they need to swiftly extract spatial information from dynamic images of the environment during first-person navigation.
The other hypothesis was that viewing an environment from multiple orientations would increase the difficulty of learning its layout (orientation hypothesis). When the to-belearned environment is large-scale, not all landmarks are visible from a single location. As a result, unless a navigator encodes all landmark locations using an allocentric (i.e., environment-centered) frame of reference, landmarks viewed from different orientations are initially represented in different egocentric frames of reference. When forming a memory for the entire layout of the environment, some landmark pairs need to be mentally rotated so that all landmarks are placed within a common frame of reference. It is possible that a greater degree of distortion is introduced in older adults' spatial memory through this process because they perform mental rotation with reduced speed and accuracy compared to younger adults [26] [27] [28] [29] . On the other hand, when the environment is learned from an aerial perspective in a fixed orientation, spatial relations between landmarks can be encoded in the same frame of reference from the beginning. Landmarks that are not viewed together still need to be integrated to represent the whole layout in memory, but this integration does not require mental rotation, making it less likely that substantial age-related difference arises from this operation.
To test the perspective and orientation hypotheses, the present study introduced a new condition in the procedure of the Yamamoto and DeGirolamo [7] study: In addition to the ground-level and aerial movies, participants viewed a movie in which an environment was ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING AND AGING 6 shown from an aerial perspective but with varying orientations as in the ground-level movie ( Figure 1C ). In the new movie, the entire environment was rotated by 90° at each corner so that participants experienced the four legs of the environment in different orientations. This aerial-with-turns movie was effective for distinguishing between the hypotheses because different patterns of spatial learning performance were predicted under the two hypotheses.
The perspective hypothesis posits that the primary source of older adults' disadvantage in spatial learning would not be variation of orientations but the ground-level perspective.
Because the aerial-with-turns and original aerial movies share the aerial perspective, it follows that these aerial movies should yield equivalent spatial memories, which would be more accurate than spatial memories originating from the ground-level movie. On the other hand, the orientation hypothesis postulates that exposure to multiple orientations would be the critical factor that makes spatial learning via the ground-level movie particularly difficult for older adults. According to this hypothesis, the aerial-with-turns movie should function in the same manner as the ground-level movie because these movies involve the identical changes in orientation. Spatial memories that result from the aerial-with-turns and groundlevel movies would be less accurate than those from the original aerial movie.
Although both of the hypotheses are theoretically plausible, empirical evidence lends stronger support to the orientation hypothesis. Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), Shelton and Pippitt [11] investigated neuronal activation while participants learned large-scale environments through the three types of movies. There were two important findings in this study. First, spatial learning through the ground-level movie elicited greater bilateral activation in the MTL than spatial learning through the aerial movie in a fixed orientation, replicating previous results [10] . Second, more critically for the present study, the MTL was bilaterally activated to the same extent by the ground-level movie and the aerialwith-turns movie, which was greater than the level of MTL activation observed during the ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING AND AGING 7 presentation of the aerial movie. These results suggest that the MTL is strongly engaged with encoding spatial information represented in multiple orientations, whereas particular perspectives (specifically, whether they are ground-level or aerial) in which the spatial information is depicted have little relevance to the degree of activation of MTL structures.
Given the age-related atrophy and associated functional decline of the MTL discussed earlier, the neuroimaging findings pose the possibility that older adults find it equally difficult to learn environmental layouts from the ground-level and aerial-with-turns movies due to the need for processing varying orientations. Thus, in the experiment reported below, it was expected that older participants would form less accurate spatial memories following viewing the ground-level and aerial-with-turns movies than the aerial movie.
Material and methods

Participants
Eighteen younger and seventeen older adults were initially recruited for this study from the Brisbane community and students of Queensland University of Technology. Three of those older participants misunderstood instructions and generated non-interpretable data, and thus they were replaced with three new participants. As a result, the total of 38 participants took part in this study. They gave written informed consent prior to their participation in the study and received either partial course credit or monetary compensation.
Participants' demographic characteristics are summarized in Table 1 . The younger and older groups differed in the years of education they received, but there was no statistically significant difference between the groups in the ratios of male and female participants and in scores on the Saint Louis University mental status (SLUMS) examination [30] , a standardized test for detecting dementia and mild cognitive impairment. The older ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING AND AGING 8 group's SLUMS scores were very similar to those of the younger group, suggesting that the older group represented the population of cognitively healthy older adults.
Design and procedure
The materials, design, and procedure of the current experiment were identical to those of the Yamamoto and DeGirolamo [7] study unless noted otherwise below. Importantly, this experiment used the aerial-with-turns movie in addition to the ground-level and aerial movies.
Three rectangular virtual environments (110 × 130 ft in virtual space) were presented on a desktop display using the PsychoPy program [31] . Each environment contained 10 large landmarks and 7 small objects in a unique configuration. These environments were originally constructed by Shelton and colleagues and used in their studies [8, 10, 11] .
Each participant viewed all three environments. One of them was shown from the perspective of a six-foot-tall navigator on the ground (ground-level perspective), another from the perspective of an observer who was looking straight down the environment from the height of 70 feet in the north-up orientation (aerial perspective), and the other from the perspective of an aerial observer at the same height who turned 90° to the right at each corner of the environment (aerial-with-turns perspective). In each movie, only a section of the environment containing two to three landmarks was visible at any given time ( Figure 1A -C).
Across younger participants, the order of presentation of the three perspectives was counterbalanced, and each environment was presented in all three perspectives the equal number of times. The same design was used in the older group.
Participants were told that they would view movies of rectangular environments and learn locations of landmarks in each environment. They were informed in advance that the movies would start at the southwest corner and move along the four legs of an environment in clockwise order ( Figure 1D ). In the Yamamoto and DeGirolamo [7] study, each segment ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING AND AGING 9 of a movie was preceded by a label that explicitly specified which leg participants were to experience. In the current experiment, these labels were removed and the four segments of the movie were presented as one continuous sequence that lasted approximately 40 s. During the first run-through of the movie, an experimenter pointed and named the 10 landmarks and clarified that their locations must be remembered later. Subsequently, participants viewed the movie six more times, during which they named each landmark as they saw it. After finishing the last run of the movie, participants were asked to mark the locations of the landmarks on a sheet of paper in which the perimeter of the environment was drawn to scale (16.8 × 19.9 cm).
The southwest corner and the initial direction of travel were identified in this sheet. The names of the 10 landmarks were provided to participants. They were allowed to turn the sheet of paper in any direction while marking the landmark locations. They were given unlimited time to perform this task, and permitted to adjust marked landmark locations until they were satisfied with the map of the environment they created. They were not given any feedback on their performance. Once the map drawing task was completed for one environment, participants viewed the movie of the second environment and drew its map by following the same procedure. This was repeated for the third environment. Accuracy of maps drawn by participants was quantified with Waterman and Gordon's [32] distortion index (DI). In this approach, the layout of landmarks on a participant's map was translated, rotated, and linearly scaled so that the difference between the drawn and true layouts of the landmarks was minimized. The optimal transformation of the drawn layout was uniquely determined by the least square method, and a DI was derived from the parameters of this transformation such that it represented the degree of distortion of the drawn layout independently of translation, rotation, and scaling factors. Theoretically, DIs can range from 0 (an accurately drawn layout) to 100 (a fully collapsed layout). Details of the definition and computational procedure of a DI are available elsewhere [32, 33] .
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In addition to the spatial learning tasks described above, all participants were given the SLUMS. One question in the SLUMS was modified so that it was suitable to Australian participants-the original version requires knowledge of American geography (i.e., Chicago is in Illinois), and thus this question was given using Melbourne and Victoria instead.
Results
DIs were analyzed by a mixed analysis of variance in which perspective (ground-level, aerial, and aerial-with-turns) was a within-participant factor and age (younger and older) was a between-participant factor. Greenhouse-Geisser correction was made for non-sphericity when appropriate.
Both the perspective hypothesis and the orientation hypothesis led to the prediction that the interaction between perspective and age would be significant. Thus, critical tests for distinguishing between the hypotheses were given by six planned contrasts in which the effects of each perspective were compared one-on-one by paired t-tests within each age group.
These tests used a Bonferroni-corrected α of .008. Figure 2 shows individual DIs of all participants as well as their means as a function of perspective and age. As clearly seen in the figure, DIs yielded from the ground-level and aerial-with-turns movies were similar to each other, and they were greater than those from the aerial movie on average. In line with this observation, the main effect of perspective was significant, F(2, 66) = 11.29, p < .001, ηG 2 = .14. Importantly, the effect of perspective was more pronounced in the older group than in the younger group, as shown by the significant interaction between perspective and age, F(2, 66) = 4.88, p = .02, ηG 2 = .07. In addition, the older group produced more distorted maps than the younger group regardless of perspectives, making the main effect of age significant, F(1, 33) = 23.90, p < .001, ηG 2 = .27.
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One-on-one comparisons between perspectives within each age group corroborated the above observations. In the younger group, none of these comparisons reached significance-ground-level vs. aerial: t(17) = 1.33, p = .20, 95% CI [−2.62, 11.52]; groundlevel vs. aerial-with-turns: t(17) = 0.47, p = .64, 95% CI [−6.28, 9.91]; and aerial vs. aerialwith-turns: t(17) = 1.61, p = . 13 In sum, accuracy of younger participants' memories for landmark layouts was not affected by perspectives from which environments were viewed, whereas an equal degree of distortion was introduced in older participants' memories for the layouts when they were learned from ground-level and aerial-with-turns movies-that is, when the layouts were encoded in the presence of orientation changes regardless of the perspectives.
Discussion
Results of the current experiment were very clear about the perspective and orientation hypotheses: The former was rejected and the latter was supported. Older participants built less accurate memories for large-scale environments when they viewed different portions of the environments from different orientations. Importantly, unlike in the previous study [7] , the presence of varying orientations during learning was not unique to a particular perspective. Instead, in this study, it was present both in the ground-level movie and in the aerial-with-turns movie. Furthermore, relative to older participants' memories formed through the fixed-orientation aerial movie, their memories encoded via the ground-level and aerial-with-turns movies showed the same degree of additional distortion. Together, these findings indicate that ground-level vs. aerial perspectives per se had minimal influence on older participants' performance in spatial learning. By contrast, the difficulty of spatial learning was disproportionately increased in the older group when a memory for the entire environment had to be constructed from spatial information that was initially represented in divergent orientations. Critically, these patterns were virtually absent in younger participants (i.e., they performed similarly in all conditions), suggesting that the salient effect of orientation change during environmental learning on subsequent spatial memory is a consequence of cognitive and neurological aging processes.
As discussed in the introduction, empirical support for the orientation hypothesis was predicted in this study on the basis of previous neuroimaging findings that the MTL is particularly engaged with environmental learning that entails processing of orientation changes [10, 11] . These findings were obtained largely from younger participants (e.g., the mean age of participants was 23.1 years in [10] ). The current results extend the previous findings by showing that increased distortion of spatial memory follows selectively from encoding conditions involving multiple orientations, when MTL functionality is presumably deteriorated due to old age [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Although this functional decline is only assumed in the present study, Borghesani et al. [9] demonstrated that older adults who were carriers of the apolipoprotein ε4 allele, a risk factor for Alzheimer's disease that alters MTL activation even before the onset of disease symptoms [34] [35] [36] , exhibited reduced blood-oxygen-leveldependent signals in the MTL while learning a large-scale environment via the ground-level movie (as compared to age-matched participants who were not carriers of the allele). In other words, older adults who had genetic evidence for declining MTL functions actually showed an altered level of MTL activation in response to spatial learning with multiple orientations, ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING AND AGING 13 suggesting that functional alteration of the MTL most likely underlies the observed pattern of older participants' performance in the present study.
Considering that the MTL carries out various processes of spatial learning and memory [37, 38] , a question remains as to which of those processes were most critically affected by aging and thus primarily accounted for the selective impairment in encoding an environmental layout from multiple orientations. To address this question, it is useful to examine which non-MTL areas of the brain show activation patterns that co-vary with those of the MTL as a function of the three types of movies. In the Shelton and Pippitt [11] study, the right inferior parietal cortex (Brodmann area [BA] 40) and the right posterior cingulate cortex (BA 31) exhibited the same level of activation in response to the ground-level and aerial-with-turns movies, which was greater than the level of activation in response to the aerial movie. Activation in the inferior parietal cortex indicates that the ground-level and aerial-with-turns movies indeed required participants to mentally rotate the views of an environment, as there is accumulating evidence that this area is involved in mental rotation [39] [40] [41] [42] . Previous studies also showed that posterior cingulate neurons are responsive to navigators' headings in a large-scale environment (those in BA 31 [43] ) and considered to take part in translating spatial information between egocentric and allocentric frames of reference (those in BA 29 and 30; i.e., the retrosplenial cortex [38, [44] [45] [46] ). Activation of these neurons suggests that participants initially encoded the views of the environment in a heading-dependent manner, and then converted them into a common frame of reference.
Given the dense projection from the posterior cingulate region to the MTL [44] and the MTL's well-defined role in building mental representations of surrounding environments (i.e., the so-called cognitive maps [38, 47] ), it is inferred that the main function of the MTL in the current paradigm was to receive input from the posterior cingulate region and construct a unified representation of the entire environment by completing the conversion of the views.
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This integrative function of the MTL may be susceptible to age-related decline, leading to formation of less integrated and thus more distorted memories of large-scale environments. In addition, this decline may be exacerbated by deteriorated input into the MTL (i.e., inadequately performed conversion of spatial information between reference frames) due to metabolic alteration of the posterior cingulate region in the aged brain [48, 49] . To refine and support these inferences, a neuroimaging study should be conducted in the future for directly contrasting activation in the MTL and posterior cingulate region while older adults learn large-scale environments with fixed and dynamic orientations. Shelton and Pippitt [11] also showed that several areas of the brain were activated by the aerial and aerial-with-turns movies in the same manner. They included the superior parietal cortex (BA 7), fusiform gyrus (BA 19 and 37), left medial frontal cortex (BA 6), and right middle occipital gyrus (BA 18). It is likely that these areas responded to the aerial perspective itself regardless of whether movies contained changing orientations. In fact, past research suggests that activation in many of these areas was primarily driven by pictorial properties of the movies, not by information about environmental layouts that the movies provided. For example, the superior parietal cortex is involved in representing space around one's body, and a critical factor that determines the locus of neural processing in this brain area is the distance between the represented space and the body [50] [51] [52] . Given that the two types of aerial movies depicted environments from the same height, it is reasonable that they elicited comparable activation patterns in this area. The fusiform and middle occipital gyri are visual areas of the brain that mainly participate in object and face processing [53] [54] [55] . It was probable that these areas were activated by the appearance of landmarks, which was similar between the aerial and aerial-with-turns movies. Older participants in the present study performed well in forming memories for the environments via the aerial movie, suggesting that functions of these brain areas relevant to spatial learning (e.g., visually recognizing individual landmarks) are preserved relatively well in healthy aging process.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the present results addressed another limitation of the previous study [7] caused by the use of the map drawing task. Although this task was effective for assessing memory for a spatial layout as a whole, it could have given spatial learning via the aerial movie an advantage because the map drawing task required participants to produce aerial views of environmental layouts. That is, only after learning an environment via the ground-level movie, participants needed to mentally convert their spatial memory from ground-level to aerial perspectives. Thus, reduced accuracy of participants' maps in the ground-level condition could have been caused by this post-encoding transformation of perspectives, not by orientations or perspectives that participants had during memory encoding. This possibility is now ruled out because spatial learning via the aerial-with-turns movie did not entail the post-encoding perspective conversion, but it still resulted in participants' maps that contained the same degree of distortion as those yielded from the ground-level movie. It can be concluded that effects of perspectives were negligible in the current paradigm, regardless of whether they came from processing of different views during learning or transformation of memory representations from one perspective to another.
Conclusions
Building upon the previous finding that age-related decline of environmental learning ability is more evident in first-person navigation than in map reading [7] , the present study investigated what aspects of first-person navigation make this type of spatial learning particularly challenging to older adults. Specifically, it was hypothesized that either the ground-level perspective that navigators take during navigation or varying orientations from which navigators view an environment would increase the difficulty of encoding the ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING AND AGING 16 environment through navigation. To distinguish between these two possibilities, this study added a new learning condition in which participants had aerial views of the environment that rotated 90° at each corner. In this condition, healthy older participants were as impaired as in the ground-level condition, while they formed significantly more accurate memory for the environment from fixed-orientation aerial images. These results suggest that the source of older adults' spatial learning impairment is not a particular perspective (i.e., ground-level or aerial) but the need for processing multiple orientations of the environment during memory formation. In the brain, it is likely that this impairment is attributed to the MTL, and possibly to the posterior cingulate region as well. Future research should refine the understanding of functional alteration of these areas in the aged brain so that older adults' difficulty with spatial learning and navigation can be more precisely characterized.
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